
Emergency Communications Committee meeting held at the National Hamfest, Newark on 
25 September 2015 
 
Present:  Peter Thomson GM1XEA; Max White M0VNG; Mike Granatt M0RYK 
By invitation:  Cathy Clark G1GQJ (Network Chairman); Graham Murchie G4FSG (RSGB 

Chairman); Len Paget GM0ONX (ECC reporting Board member) 
 
Apologies:  Alan Clark G8EVI 
 
1. ECC membership:  

1.1. Discussion was given to splitting the present North area into a Scotland area 
(Regions 1 & 2) and a new North area (Region 3 & 4).  Providing better service to 
other areas was also discussed. 

 
2. Joint Working Group review: 

2.1. A verbal update was given to the meeting. The RSGB Chairman wished to know a 
timescale so as not to let the momentum slip. Cathy said the progress was being held 
up due to Charities Commission and Companies House responses to specific items 
presented to them by the Network Secretary.  

2.2. It is intended to release a draft M&A for the new organisation, an overview 
document on the proposed structure and an updated version of the 2012 RSGB / 
Network agreement.  Members could then be invited to submit their thoughts, as per 
the unification statement at the 2014 RAYNET AGM. 

2.3. The RSGB General Manager had requested that any announcement be run past 
Heather Parsons on an initial basis, prior to general release 

2.4. It was felt that some of the objections to unification were in situ because of a lack of 
substance out in the public domain for the membership to digest and assimilate. 

2.5. The target for releasing more information for consultation would be the Network 
AGM in Grangemouth on October 24. 

2.6. There were not many steps from the current RSGB situation to unification; the 
Network had more problems due to their structure and having to put items out to their 
membership to be voted on. It was asked when RAEN would be looking to hold an 
EGM to vote through the changes - this was potentially scheduled for the technical 
convention at Cardiff in Feb/March 2016. 

 
3. RAYNET RSGB member database: 

3.1. The master insurance membership list is now current. Mark Allgar also has a copy of 
the same.  

 
4. Web pages: 

4.1. The contact details of all known RSB groups were up to date.  The 'chatty bits' and 
photos need updating. It was felt the website also needs to be easier to navigate. 

4.2. The public liability certificate for RAYNET groups was not on the website for 
downloading if required – a request is to be made to have a copy of this available on 
the website. 

 
5. Radcom feature on ECC: 

5.1. We have been requested to supply a piece up to 300 words for the December issue, as 
a spotlight on the committee and its brief. Deadline 19 October. 

 



6. Callsign matters: 
6.1.  Verifications – concerns were raised about difficulty confirming members were 

genuine callsign holders, if working on a cross border basis with adjacent group 
events. 

6.2. Ofcom's apparent stance of groups only being able to hold one callsign was causing 
licensing problems.  Various groups - not just RAYNET - held more than one, for 
example contests - but in our case, such items were used for master / sub control 
stations, or having two events on the same day. Ofcom seemingly could not 
understand this.  This item would be put to the next RSGB / Ofcom meeting in 
December. 

 
7. Next meeting: 

7.1.  Notionally to be held at the Norbreck Rally, Blackpool April 10, 2016, and Newark 
Sept 23, 2016. 

7.2. It was hoped an ad hoc meeting of the JWG could be held post the Networkl AGM in 
October 

 8. There being no other business the meeting was closed 


